
How to prevent and detect BGP route leaks with RFC 9234 
“BGP Roles”

My name is Alex Kozlov, but all the credit is due to the RFC’s authors: 
A. Azimov (Qrator Labs & Yandex), E. Bogomazov (Qrator Labs), R. Bush (IIJ & 

Arrcus), K. Patel (Arrcus) and K. Sriram (USA NIST)



BGP Route Leak is the redirection of 
traffic through an autonomous system 
that should not be on the route.

BGP Route Leaks could result in a 
redirection of traffic through an 
unintended path that may enable 
eavesdropping or traffic analysis, and 
may or may not result in an overload or 
complete drop (black hole) of the traffic. 
Route leaks can be accidental or 
malicious but most often arise from 
accidental misconfigurations.



How frequent are Route Leaks?

Leakers Route Leaks
Lots of BGP Route 
Leaks, smaller and 
larger, happens almost 
every day.

We estimate that nearly 
every announced ASN 
and prefix was affected 
by a small leak;

>10% of ASNs and 
prefixes were affected 
by a big one at least 
once.



The most recent example of a big BGP Route Leak (March 12)

© Kentik

30725 prefixes affected,
3183 ASNs in 142 countries.



Unexpected increase in traffic 
volume and possible DoS (routers 
may be overloaded)

Change in latency (RTT)

© Kentik



Before BGP Roles

After BGP Roles











Routes are automatically tagged with the OTC attribute



You configure only BGP Roles, OTC configuration is done in code;
● BGP Roles are negotiated;
● OTC is set on both ingress and egress;
● OTC is checked on both ingress and egress;
● OTC is an attribute – it  is unlikely to be stripped;
● Detecting route leaks even several hops away from the source.



| asn    | as_name   | org_name                                     org_country |

|--------|-----------|----------------------------------------------------|

| 6939   | HURRICANE | Hurricane Electric LLC                             | US          

| 15562  | SNIJDERS  | Job Snijders                                       | NL          

| 20555  | WSISIZ-AS | Wyzsza Szkola Informatyki Stosowanej i Zarzadzania | PL          

| 212068 | SHINRA-AS | Shinra Electric Power Company Limited              | GB          

https://rfc.hashnode.dev/rfc9234-observed-in-the-wild
© Mingwei Zhang

In the wild

https://rfc.hashnode.dev/rfc9234-observed-in-the-wild


Thanks for listening!

I am not an engineer, but will do my best to answer your possible 
questions.

You can find more information about BGP Roles at Qrator Labs blog 
(blog.qrator.net/en) and Qrator.Radar website (radar.qrator.net).

If you have more complex questions about BGP Roles - feel free to 
drop us a line at radar@qrator.net

Or contact me directly via shapelez@qrator.net


